Literacy

Autumn 1
Tiddler and
Commotion in the
Ocean
Recount and repetitive
story
Senses poem

Autumn 2
Can’t you sleep Little
Bear
Information texts
Fact and non-fact

Spring 1
What’s in the Box?
Poetry
Dogger
Sequencing text

Waterproof materials

How do the seasons
impact on what we
do? - Seasonal
change
Why does is get
darker earlier in
winter?

Moveable toys and
everyday materials

Spring 2
Handa’s Surprise –
Stories from other
cultures
Traditional Tales 3 Billy Goats Gruff
Story formation

Science

Everyday materials
and their properties

Geography

Name, locate and
identify characteristics
of the 4 countries and
capital cities in UK and
surrounding seas
Describe key features of
coast/ beach

Summer 1
Traditional Tales
The Enormous Turnip
Scripts

What do aliens think of life
on planet Earth?
Why are humans not
like tigers? – Animals

Instructions for how
to make a toy

Information text/ Fact
sheet
Which materials should the
Three Little Pigs have used
to build their house? –
Everyday materials.

Understand
geographical
similarities and
differences between
Liverpool and Kenya
Use world maps and
globes to identify UK
and other countries/
continents
Climate and clothing

Seasonal change and
weather
Why the weather
changes with each
season and how our
clothing changes to
suit the weather

Use aerial photographs and
Digimaps to view Earth from
Space

Summer 2
The Smartest Giant in
Town
Recount and retell
Drama & Performance

Which birds and plants
would Little Red Riding
Hood find in our school
grounds? – Plants and birds.
Plant growth diary
Human body

Devise a simple map from
home to school – Link to
maths directional
movement
What is special about the
UK?
Our location in relation to
local places

Compare and
contrast localities
History

What has changed
since my

Significant individuals in the
past who contributed to

Significant historical people
in our locality - John

Grandparents were
young?
Toys old and new

Music

Hey You!

Little Angel gets her
Wings by Nick Perrin

In the Groove

PSHE

The Rainbow Fish
Sharing with others
Friendship
Design and make a
waterproof pocket/
purse for a diver/
mermaid

Fears and problems
LIFE Bus – Healthy
living

Special people

DT & Art

Design and create a
mobile toy using
everyday materials
Moveable toys

Rhythm is the way we
walk
Banana Rap
Differences and other
cultures
Paul Cezanne - Fruit
Martin Bulinya African art
Design and create a
troll
Make fruit salad

international achievements Compare and contrast Neil
Armstrong and Christopher
Columbus
Diary entry
Round and Round

Middleton
Biography

Reflect, Rewind and Replay

Kindness and friendship

How to care for others and
ourselves

Create paper mache planets
Van Gogh - Starry Starry
Night

Perform and rehearse play
for Smartest Giant in Town

